Abstract-We show that a neural network whose output is obtained as the difference of the outputs of two feedforward networks with exponential activation function in the hidden layer and logarithmic activation function in the output node (LSE networks) is a smooth universal approximator of continuous functions over convex, compact sets. By using a logarithmic transform, this class of networks maps to a family of subtractionfree ratios of generalized posynomials, which we also show to be universal approximators of positive functions over log-convex, compact subsets of the positive orthant. The main advantage of Difference-LSE networks with respect to classical feedforward neural networks is that, after a standard training phase, they provide surrogate models for design that possess a specific differenceof-convex-functions form, which makes them optimizable via relatively efficient numerical methods. In particular, by adapting an existing difference-of-convex algorithm to these models, we obtain an algorithm for performing effective optimization-based design. We illustrate the proposed approach by applying it to data-driven design of a diet for a patient with type-2 diabetes.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
A well-known and compelling property of feedforward neural network (FFNN) models is that they are capable of approximating any continuous function over a compact set. Indeed, classical results in, e.g., [1] , [2] , show that, given any non-constant, bounded and continuous function, there exists a FFNN with a single hidden layer that can approximate it over a compact set. This universal approximation capability, together with the development of efficient algorithms to tune the network weights, paved the way to the efficient application of artificial neural networks in several frameworks, such as circuit design [3] , control and identification of nonlinear systems [4] , optimization over graphs [5] , and many others.
However, when the goal of a neural network model is to construct a surrogate model for describing, and then optimizing, a complex input-output relation, it is of crucial importance that the structure of the model be well tailored for the subsequent numerical optimization phase. This is not usually the case for generic FFNN. Indeed, if the input-output model does not satisfy certain properties (such as, for instance, G. C. Calafiore and C. Possieri are with the Dipartimento di Elettronica e Telecomunicazioni, Politecnico di Torino, 10129 Turin, Italy (e-mails: [giuseppe.calafiore, corrado.possieri]@polito.it). G.C. Calafiore is also with IEIIT-CNR Torino, 10129 Turin, Italy. S. Gaubert is with IN-RIA and CMAP, Ecole polytechnique, UMR 7641 CNRS, France (e-mail: stephane.gaubert@inria.fr).
convexity [6] ), then designing the input so that the output is minimized, possibly under additional design constraints, can be an extremely difficult task.
In [7] , we showed that LSE T -networks, that is, FFNN with exponential activation functions in the inner layer and logarithmic activation function in the output neuron, parametrized by a positive "temperature" parameter T > 0, provide a smooth convex model capable of approximating any convex function over a convex, compact set. Maps in the LSE T class are precisely log-Laplace transforms of nonnegative measures with finite support, a remarkable class of maps enjoying smoothness and strict convexity properties. We showed in particular that if the data to be approximated satisfy some convexity assumptions, such network structures can be readily exploited to perform data-driven design by using convex optimization tools. Nevertheless, most real-life input-output maps are of nonconvex nature, hence while they might still be approximated via a convex model, such an approximation may not yield a desirable accuracy.
B. Contribution
The purpose of this paper is to propose a new type of neural network model, here named Difference-LSE network (DLSE T ), which is constructed by taking the difference of the outputs of two LSE T networks. First, we prove that DLSE T networks guarantee universal approximation capabilities (thus overcoming the limitations of plain convex LSE T networks), see Theorem 2. By using a logarithmic transformation, DLSE T networks map to a family of ratios of generalized posynomials functions, which we show to be subtraction free universal approximators of positive functions over compact subsets of the positive orthant. Subtraction free expressions are fundamental objects in algebraic complexity, studied in particular in [8] . It is a result of independent interest that subtraction free expressions provide universal approximators.
Moreover, we show that Difference-LSE network are of practical interest, as they have a structure which is amenable to effective optimization over the inputs by using "DCprogramming" methods, as discussed in Section VI.
Training and subsequent optimization of DLSE T networks has been implemented in a numerical Matlab toolbox 1 
named
DLSE_Neural_Network that we made publicly available. The theoretical results in the paper are illustrated by an example dealing with data-driven design of a diet for a patient with type 2 diabetes. 1 See https://github.com/Corrado-possieri/DLSE neural networks.
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C. Related work Similar to our previous work [7] on which it builds, the present paper is inspired by ideas from tropical geometry and max-plus algebra. The class of functions in LSE that we study here plays a key role in Viro's patchworking methods [9] , [10] for real curves. We note that the application of tropical geometry to neural networks is an emerging topic: at least two recent works have used tropical methods to provide combinatorial estimates, in terms of Newton polytopes, of the "classifying power" of neural networks with piecewise affine functions, see [11] , [12] . Other related results concern the "zero-temperature" (T = 0) limit of the approximation problem that we consider, i.e., the representation of piecewise linear functions by elementary expression involving min, max, and affine terms [13] , [14] , and the approximation of functions by piecewise linear functions. In particular, Th. 4.3 of [15] shows that any continuous function can be approximately arbitrarily well on a compact domain by a difference of piecewise linear convex functions. A related approximation result, still concerning differences of structured piecewise linear convex functions, has appeared in [16] . In contrast, our results provide approximation by differences of a family of smooth structured convex functions. This smoothing is essential when deriving universal approximation results by subtraction free rational expresssions.
II. NOTATION AND TECHNICAL PRELIMINARIES
Let N, Z, R, R 0 , and R >0 denote the set of natural, integer, real, nonnegative real, and positive real numbers, respectively. Given a function φ : R n → R ∪ {+∞}, we define its domain as dom φ . = {x ∈ R n : φ(x) < +∞}. If the function φ :
we denote by ∇φ(x) its gradient at x.
A. Log-Sum-Exp functions
Following [7] , we define LSE (Log-Sum-Exp) as the class of functions f : R n → R that can be written as
is a vector of variables. Further, given T ∈ R >0 , we define LSE T as the class of functions f T : R n → R that can be written as
for some K ∈ N, b k ∈ R >0 , and
. . , K, we have that functions in the family LSE T can be equivalently parameterized as
where the β k s have no sign restrictions. It may sometimes be convenient to highlight the full parameterization of f T , in which case we shall write f
, and β = (β 1 , . . . , β K ). It can be readily observed that, for any T > 0, the following property holds:
The maps in LSE T are special instances of the log-Laplace transforms of nonnegative measures, studied in [17] . In particular, the maps in LSE T are smooth, they are convex (this is an easy consequence of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality), and they are even strictly convex if the vectors − → α (k) constitute an affine generating family of R n , see [7, Prop. 1] . Maps of this kind play a key role in tropical geometry, in the setting of Viro's patchworking method [9] , dealing with the degeneration of real algebraic curves to a piecewise linear limit. We note in this respect that the family of functions (f T ) T >0 given by (3) converges uniformly on R n , as T → 0 + , to the function
Actually, the following inequality holds for all T > 0
see [7] for details and background.
B. Posynomials and GPOS
A posynomial is a finite sum of positive monomials,
We denote by POS the class of functions ψ : R n >0 → R >0 of the form (6) . Posynomials are log-log-convex functions, meaning that the log of a posynomial ψ is convex in the log of its argument, see, e.g., Section II.B of [7] . We denote by GPOS T the class of functions that can be expressed as
for some T > 0 and ψ ∈ POS. These functions are log-logconvex, and they form a subset of the so-called generalized posynomial functions, see, e.g., Section II.B of [7] . It is observed in Proposition 3 of [7] that LSE T and GPOS T functions are related by a one-to-one correspondence. That is, for any f (x) ∈ LSE T and ψ(z) ∈ GPOS T it holds that exp (f (log(z))) ∈ GPOS T , log (ψ (exp(x))) ∈ LSE T .
III. A UNIVERSAL APPROXIMATION THEOREM
A. Preliminary: approximation of convex functions We start by recalling a key result of [7] , stating that functions in LSE T are universal smooth approximators of convex functions, see Theorem 2 in [7] .
Theorem 1 (Universal approximators of convex functions, [7] ). Let φ be a real valued continuous convex function defined on a compact convex subset K ⊂ R n . Then, for all ε > 0 there exist T > 0 and a function f T ∈ LSE T such that
We now extend the above result by showing that it actually holds for the restricted class of LSE T with rational parameters. This extension will allow us to apply our results to the approximation by subtraction free expressions.
Definition 1.
A function f T ∈ LSE T has rational parameters if T > 0 is a rational number and
is of the form (3) where the vectors α (1) , . . . , α
have rational entries, and β 1 , . . . , β K are rational numbers. We shall also say that f T is a ε-approximation of f on K when (8) holds.
The following corollary holds.
Corollary 1 (LSE approximation with rational parameters).
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, for all ε > 0 there exists a rational T > 0 and a function f T ∈ LSE T with rational parameters such that (8) holds. Moreover, T may be chosen of the form 1/p where p is a positive integer.
Proof. First, inspecting the proof of Theorem 2 in [7] , one obtains that φ can be approximated uniformly by a map f T ∈ LSE T , for all T > 0 small enough, hence we can always assume that T is of the form 1/p for some positive integer p. It then remains to be proved that the approximation result still holds if also α (1) , . . . , α
and β 1 , . . . , β K are rational. To this end, let us study the effect of a perturbation of these parameters on the map f T . Observe that the map ϕ :
for all ξ ∈ R K , where · ∞ is the sup-norm. This follows from the fact that ϕ is order preserving and commutes with the addition of a constant, see e.g. [18] and Section 2 of [19] . It follows from (9) that if f T is as in (3), and if
ε, and supposing that f T is a ε-approximation of φ on K, we deduce that g T is a 2ε-approximation of φ on K, from which the statement of the corollary follows.
B. Approximation of general continuous functions
This section contains our main result on universal approximation of continuous functions. To this end, we first define the class of functions that can be expressed as the difference of two functions in LSE T .
Definition 2 (DLSE T functions). We say that a function φ :
Further, we say that φ has rational parameters, if g T and h T have rational parameters.
The following result shows that any continuous function can be approximated uniformly by a function in a DLSE T class.
Theorem 2 (Universal approximation property of DLSE T ). Let φ be a real-valued continuous function defined on a compact, convex subset K ⊂ R n . Then, for any ε > 0 there exist a function f T ∈ DLSE T with rational parameters, for some T = 1/p where p is a positive integer, such that
Proof. A classical result of convex analysis states that any continuous function φ defined on a compact convex subset K of R n can be written as the difference g − h where g, h are continuous, convex functions defined on K, see, e.g., Proposition 2.2 of [20] . Then, by Corollary 1, for all ε > 0, we can find a rational T > 0 and a function g T ∈ LSE T with rational parameters such that |g(x)−g T (x)| ε/2 holds for all x ∈ K. Similarly, we can find a rational T > 0 and a function h T ∈ LSE T with rational parameters such that |h(x) − h T (x)| ε/2 holds for all x ∈ K. Hence, by taking any rational T > 0 such that T and T are integer multiples of T , it follows from the nesting property in Lemma 1 of [7] that g T and h T both belong to LSE T . Thus, there exist a rational T > 0 and g T , h T ∈ LSE T such that, for all x ∈ K,
Summing these conditions we obtain that
The claim then immediately follows by recalling that g(x) − h(x) = φ(x) for all x ∈ K, and letting f T .
The following explicit example illustrates the approximation of a non-convex and nondifferentiable function by a function in LSE T .
Observe that φ(x) = max(0, x) − max(0, x − 1), which is indeed a difference of two nonsmooth convex functions. By using (5), we can approximate each term of this difference by a function in LSE as
It follows that the map
is in DLSE T and satisfies the following uniform approximation property of φ:
Example 2. The previous explicit approximation carries over to a continuous piecewise affine function φ of a single real variable, as follows. By piecewise affine, we mean that R can be covered by finitely many intervals in such a way that φ is affine over each of these intervals. Then, φ can be written in a unique way as
where a, b are real parameters, γ 1 < · · · < γ K are the nondifferentiability points of φ, and α i = φ (γ
) is the jump of the derivative of φ at point γ i . Another way to get insight of (10) is to make the following observation: the function φ has a second derivative in the distribution sense, φ = 1 i K α i δ γi ; then (10) is gotten by integrating twice the latter expression of φ . Possibly after subtracting to φ an affine function, we will always assume that a = b = 0.
Then, setting
and
and note that
and using (5), we get
C. Data approximation
Consider a collection D of m data-points,
where y i = φ(x i ), i = 1, . . . , m, and φ is an unknown function. The following universal data approximation result holds.
Corollary 2 (Universal data approximation). Given a collection of data D as in (11), for any ε > 0 there exists T > 0 and a function d T ∈ DLSE T with rational coefficients such that
Proof. Let K . = co{x i , . . . , x m } be the convex hull of the input data points. Consider a triangulation of the input points x i : recall that such a triangulation consists of a finite collection of simplices (∆ r ) r∈R , satisfying the following properties: (i) the vertices of these simplices are taken among the points x 1 , . . . , x m ; (ii) each point x i is the vertex of at least one simplex; (iii) the interiors of theses simplices have pairwise empty intersections, and (iv) the union of these simplices is precisely K
which concludes the proof.
IV. POSITIVE FUNCTIONS ON THE POSITIVE ORTHANT
In this section we discuss approximation results for functions taking positive values on the open positive orthant. A particular case of this class of functions is given by log-logconvex functions, whose uniform approximation by means of GPOS T functions was discussed in Corollary 1 of [7] . We shall first extend this result to functions with rational parameters, and then provide a universal approximation result for continuous positive functions over the open positive orthant.
A. Uniform approximation results
The following preliminary definitions are instrumental for our purposes: a subset R ⊂ R n >0 will be said to be log-convex if its image by the map that takes the logarithm entry-wise is convex. We shall say that a function ψ T ∈ GPOS T has rational parameters if it can be written as in (7) with ψ given by (6) , in such a way that T , the entries of the vectors α (1) , . . . , α (K) , and the scalars log c 1 , . . . , log c K are rational numbers. The following corollary extends Corollary 1 of [7] .
Corollary 3 (Universal approximators of log-log-convex functions). Let be a log-log-convex function defined on a compact, log-convex subset R of R n >0 . Then, for allε > 0 there exist a function ψ T ∈ GPOS T with rational parameters, for some T = 1/p where p is a positive integer, such that, for all
Proof. By using the log-log transformation, define˜ (q) . = log( (exp(q))). Since (x) is log-log-convex in x,˜ (q) is convex in q = log x. Furthermore, the set K . = log(R) is convex and compact since the set R is log-convex and compact. Thus, by Corollary 1, for all ε > 0, there exist T = 1/p where p is a positive integer, and a function f T ∈ LSE T with rational coefficients such that |f T (q)−˜ (q)| ε for all q ∈ K. From this point on, the proof follows the very same lines as the proof of Corollary 1 of [7] .
We next state an approximation result for functions on the positive orthant. The derivation of Theorem 3 from Corollary 3 is similar to the derivation of Theorem 2 from Corollary 1 and thus we omit its proof.
Theorem 3 (Universal approximators of functions on the open orthant).
Let be a continous positive function defined on a compact log-convex subset R ⊂ R n >0 . Then, for allε > 0 there exist two functions ψ T , ψ T ∈ GPOS T with rational parameters, for some T = 1/p where p is a positive integer, such that, for all x ∈ R,
B. Universal approximation by subtraction-free expressions
We next derive from Theorem 3 an approximation result by subtraction-free expressions. The latter are an important subclass of rational expressions, studied in [8] . Subtractionfree expressions are well formed expressions in several commutative variables x 1 , . . . , x n , defined using the operations +, ×, / and using positive constants, but not using subtraction. Formally, a subtraction-free expression in the variables x 1 , . . . , x n is a term produced by the context-free grammar rule
where C can take the value of any positive constant. For instance, E 1 .
is not a subtraction-free expression, owing to the presence of the − sign. Note that E 2 , thought of as a formal rational fraction, coincides with E 3 .
2 )/(x 1 + x 2 ) which is subtraction free, i.e., an expression which is not subtractionfree may well have an equivalent subtraction-free expression. However, there are rational fractions, and even polynomials, like E 4 .
, without subtraction equivalent free expressions, because any subtraction-free expression must take positive values on the interior of the positive cone, whereas E 4 vanishes on the line x 1 = x 2 . Important examples of subtraction-free expressions arise from series-parallel composition rules for resistances. More advanced examples, coming from algebraic combinatorics, are discussed in [8] .
Corollary 4 (Approximation by subtraction-free expressions).
Let be a continous positive function defined on a compact log-convex subset R ⊂ R n >0 . Then, for allε > 0 there exist positive integers p, q and a subtraction-free expression E in n variables y 1 , . . . , y n such that the function
in which x 1/q i is substituted to the variable y i , satisfies, for all x ∈ R,
Proof. Theorem 3 shows that (14) holds with f = ψ T /ψ T where T = 1/p for some positive integer p, and ψ T , ψ T are functions in GPOS T with rational parameters, i.e.,
where the vectors α (k) and (α ) (k) have rational entries. Denoting by q the least common multiple of the denominators of the entries of the vectors α (k) p and (α ) (k) p, we see that
where E is a subtraction-free rational expression.
C. Approximation of positive data
Consider a collection L of m data pairs,
The data in L is referred to as positive data. The following proposition is now an immediate consequence of Theorem 3, where R can be taken as the log-convex hull of the input data points
, for anyε > 0 there exist a rational T > 0 and two functions ψ T , ψ T ∈ GPOS T with rational parameters such that
V. DLSE T NETWORKS Functions in DLSE T can be modeled through a feedforward neural network (FFNN) architecture, composed of two LSE T networks in parallel, whose outputs are fused via an output difference node, see Fig. 1 .
It may sometimes be convenient to highlight the full parameterization of the input-output function d T (·) synthesized by the DLSE T network, in which case we shall write
where
. . , β K ), and δ = (δ 1 , . . . , δ k ) are the parameter vectors of the two LSE T components.
Each LSE T component has n input nodes, one hidden layer with K nodes, and one output node. The activation function of the hidden nodes is s → (exp(s/T )), and the activation of the output node of each LSE T component is s → T log(s). Each node in the hidden layer of the first LSE T component network computes a term of the form s k = α (k) , x + β k , where the i-th entry α . . . Fig. 1 . A DLSE T network is composed of two LSE T networks in parallel, with a difference output node.
and input x i , and β k is the bias term of node k. Each node k of the first LSE T network thus generates activations
We consider the weights from the inner nodes to the output node to be unitary, whence the output node of the first LSE T network computes s = K k=1 a k and then, according to the output activation function, the output layer returns the value
An identical reasoning applies to the output of the second component LSE T network. The overall output realizes a DLSE T function which, by Theorem 2, allows us to approximate any continuous function over a compact convex domain. Similarly, by Corollary 2, we can approximate data
via a DLSE T network, to any given precision.
, for each ε > 0 there exists a DLSE T neural network such that
where d T is the input-output function of the network.
A. Training DLSE T networks By using the scaling property (4) of LSE T functions, it can be noticed that a simpler LSE network structure can be used to implement a DLSE T neural network, as shown in Fig. 2 .
. . . Fig. 2 . The same DLSE T network as in Fig. 1 can be obtained by suitably pre-scaling the input and outputs of the two component LSE networks.
As a matter of fact, given the parameter vectors − → α , − → γ , β, δ, it can be easily derived that
and hence dealing with a DLSE T neural network corresponds to deal with a DLSE neural network whose input and output have been rescaled. Each of the two LSE components of the network realizes an input-output map of the form
The gradients of this function with respect to its parameters α
, β i are, for i = 1, . . . , K,
Thus, by using the chain rule, we have that
Given a dataset D as in (11), these gradients can be used to train a DLSE T network by using classical algorithms such as the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [21] , the FletcherPowell conjugate gradient [22] , or the stochastic gradient descent algorithm [23] . In numerical practice, one may fix the parameter T and K and train the network with respect to the parameters − → α , β, − → γ and δ by using one of the methods mentioned above, until a satisfactory cross-validated fit is found. A suitable initial value for the T parameter may be set, for instance, to the inverse mid output range 2/| max(y i ) − min(y i )|. Alternatively, T can be considered as a trainable variable as well, and computed by the training algorithm alongside with the other parameters.
The following example illustrates the application of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to a simple case. 
Such a function, which is clearly nonconvex, has been used to generate the dataset
, where each x i has been taken uniformly at random in [−2, 2] and y i = φ(x i ), i = 1, . . . , 100. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm has been used to train a DLSE T network fitting such data with K = 10 and T = 2/| max(y i ) − min(y i )|. Fig. 3 depicts the output of the DLSE T network and of its two As shown in Fig. 3 , although the function φ is nonconvex, it is well approximated by a DLSE T network. Indeed, the data represented in Fig. 3 are approximated by the trained DLSE T network with a mean square error of 4.4 · 10 In view of the results established in Sections III and V, DLSE T networks can be efficiently used to compute a difference of convex (DC) approximate decomposition of any continuous function over a compact set. Indeed, by using the tools described in Section V, given any continuous function φ(·) defined on a convex compact set K ⊂ R n (or, more generally, a dataset generated through any function φ) and ε ∈ R >0 , we can determine g T , h T ∈ LSE T such that
Once functions g T (x) and h T (x) are determined via training on available data, we have a surrogate model d T = g T −h T φ that we can use for solving approximately design problems of the form min x∈K φ(x), by substituting the surrogate function d T in place of the (possibly unknown) function φ. The resulting surrogate design problem
involves the minimization of the difference of two convex LSE T functions. An approximate solution to this problem can be computed by means of a specific and effective algorithm named Difference-of-Convex Algorithm (DCA), which is described in [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] . We next tailor the DCA to our specific context in the following Algorithm 1, denoted by DLSEA.
Algorithm 1 Difference of LSE T algorithm (DLSEA)
Input:
in LSE T and a convex compact set K. Output: a candidate optimal solutionx to the problem
1: pick initial point
is smaller than a tolerance then 6:
The DLSEA returns a candidate optimal solution to problem (19) , see [27] . In words, this algorithm starts from a given initial point χ (0) ∈ K and iterates until convergence Step 3, in which the gradient of
Step 4, in which a local approximation of problem (19) is solved. We observe that the function
Step 4 is (except for a constant term that does not affect the minimization) equal to the difference between the convex function g T (x) and the linearization of h T around the current solution χ (κ) . Therefore, the problem to be solved in Step 4 is a convex minimization problem, which can be solved globally and efficiently via standard tools.
Example 4. The DLSEA has been used to find the global minimum of the function φ given in (16) on the compact convex set K = [−2, 2]. Namely, by exploiting the approximate DC decomposition of φ determined in Example 3 and letting χ (0) = 0, we obtained, with 4 iterations of the DLSEA, the approximate solutionx = −0.2381 to problem (19) , that is close to the actual solution x = −0.2379. VII. APPLICATION: DIET DESIGN FOR TYPE 2 DIABETES Type 2 diabetes mellitus is a chronic disease that affects the way the human body processes glucose. It is characterized by reduced sensitivity of tissues to insulin, a hormone produced by pancreatic beta cells that promotes the absorption of glucose from blood into liver, fat and skeletal muscle cells [28] .
The main objective of this section is to show how DLSE T networks and the DLSEA can be used to design a diet based on 5 meals for a patient with type 2 diabetes, with the aim of minimizing the maximal concentration of glucose in blood, while guaranteeing that a sufficient amount of glucose is administrated (namely, exactly 185 g). In order to pursue this objective, the meal model for the glucose-insulin system given in [29] has been used to simulate the time-behavior of plasma glucose concentration with breakfast at 8 a.m. . This model has been used to generate synthetic data: 10
] have been picked uniformly at random from the set
x ∈ R 5 : x j 0, j = 1, . . . , 5, (that is 2/| max(y i ) − min(y i )|) and with K = 30 nodes in each of its two LSE T components. In order to evaluate the prediction capabilities of this network, after the training, we generated, by using the same method as above, a validation dataset D valid = {(x (i) ,y (i) )} 100 i=1 , and we compared the outputs of the DLSE T model d T (x (i) ) witȟ y (i) , i = 1, . . . , 100. For comparison purposes, a classical FFNN with symmetric sigmoid activation function for the hidden layer (with 60 nodes) and linear activation function for the output layer has been trained on the same dataset D train and its prediction performance has been evaluated over D valid . Table I summarizes the prediction errors of the two models. As shown by Table I , the DLSE T model has the best performance with respect to all the error metrics. Furthermore, differently form classical FFNN, it is readily amenable to efficient optimization via the DLSEA. Indeed, we applied such an algorithm to the DLSE T model and we obtained the optimal diet that minimizes the maximal concentration of glucose in blood, while guaranteeing that 185 g of glucose are administrated. Fig. 4 depicts the optimal diet and the corresponding time-behavior of the plasma glucose concentration. The optimal diet is such that the corresponding maximal plasma glucose concentration in 24 h is 253.06 mg/dL. 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we showed that a neural network whose output is the difference of the outputs of two feedforward neural networks with exponential activation function in the hidden layer and logarithmic activation function in the output node is an universal approximator of continuous functions over compact convex sets. By using a logarithmic transformation, such networks maps to a class of subtraction free ratios of generalized posynomials, which we showed to be universal approximators of positive functions over the positive orthant.
The main advantage of DLSE T networks with respect to classical FFNN is that they are readily amenable to effective optimization-based design. In particular, by adapting the DCA given in [27] to our context, we derived an ad-hoc algorithm for optimizing DLSE T models which has proved to be efficient in the considered test cases.
